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ATEWAYgWHAT IS

Gateway is a data synthesisation tool combining metrics 
from nearly 7000 areas across England. This data is 
presented in an easily digestible table

The range of data presented by Gateway includes 
Population Density Grade, Average Income, Median Age, 
Standard of Living Grade, Average House Price and House 
Price Growth and Energy Efficiency Grade

Users can search either by area (Local Authority), 
Postcode (coming soon) or by any metric - eg: areas with 
an average house price of £300,000

ATEWAYgWHO IS

SME's looking for a new target location - or how to align 
their business to the characteristics of their existing 
location

SME's wishing to expand in to a new location with similar 
characteristics to their existing market

Anyone searching for a centralised overview of key data 
for a specific postcode

FOR?

House-hunters looking for an area with a specific metric 
eg: higher median age, or lower population density



ATEWAYg

Team Points

Red 5010

White 6900

Blue 4573

Team Grade

Red 17

White 71

Blue 8

In the example below, three data points have been taken 
from a large range. On their own, the points are 
meaningless, however the grade demonstrates their 
position within the greater set, and in relation to other 
areas. This is the same logic applied to Population 
Density (100 = most dense), Standard of Living (100 = 
least deprivation), and Energy Efficiency (100 = most 
efficient). 

ABOUT GRADES

Some metrics in Gateway are presented in grade format. 
This simplifies thousands of numbers into a simple 1-100 
scoring system.

Grades are used when raw data does not give a 
comparative or relative image - eg: Standard of Living 
Grade.

Grades are calculated through a percentage rank of the 
7000 raw data points.



ATEWAYg DATA FIELDS

POPULATION DENSITY 

GRADE

STANDARD OF LIVING 

GRADE

MEDIAN AGE

AVERAGE INCOME

ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

GRADE

BIRTH RATE GRADE

AVERAGE INCOME 

GRADE

AVG. HOUSE PRICE

5Y HOUSE PRICE

GROWTH

Percentage ranking of people per Sq/Km

Inverse percentage ranking of ONS IMD 
(deprivation) score

Median Age was chosen over Average Age 
as higher young populations skewed 
averages

Average income for an MSOA - ranging 
from £21300 to £86000

Average price PAID for a property between 
Jan-Sep 2021

Graded from ONS' Average Energy per 
Household dataset - accurate to mid-2020.

% difference from Jan-Sep 2016

(Coming Soon) Grading rank of births in the 
area

(Coming Soon) Grading rank of Average 
Income scale

(Coming Soon) Rank of proportion of total 
population that is between 18-49

PRIME MARKET (18-49) 

GRADE

POPULATION (Coming Soon) Raw population data



SELLING POINTS

Convenience of local, personalised data available 
for free

POTENTIAL DRAWBACKS

The grading and presentation of the data can be 
reproduced, as all data is from the ONS

Unique grading system simplifies complicated data

Big improvements to the UI/UX will be needed to 
streamline the user journey - adding features like 
maps and profiles. This will also add a selling point 
to the product

Easy to generate personalised reports

DRIVING REVENUE (IDEAS)

Charge SMEs a small fee for a more detailed 
breakdown of data in their area, with a 
personalised plan of how to target the local 
market

Create a separate, free service for non-SME users 
looking at relocating - called
which recommends estate agents in areas 
produced from the parameters searched. This also 
creates a provision for school result metrics, which 
are of more use to families moving than SMEs

RIVEWAYD



EXAMPLE PERSONALISED REPORT


